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A better way to manage cyber risk

X-ANALYTICS
PRODUCTS AT A GLANCE

X-Analytics Enterprise is a cloud-delivered cyber risk 
decisioning application.  This annual subscription provides 
business insights for better cyber risk management 
decisions. With X-Analytics Enterprise, businesses 
can quickly and easily visualize financial exposure 
to cyber risk and answer key business questions  
such as:

• What is our financial exposure as a result of cyber risk?  

• What is our best next cyber investment to reduce our 
financial exposure?   

• What cyber technical controls could be prioritized to 
reduce our financial exposure?  

• Does our cyber insurance cover our likely financial 
exposure?  

X-Analytics Enterprise facilitates a quarterly data input 
process enabling businesses to rapidly visualize financial 
exposure due to cyber risk and make effective decisions to 
deliver a standard and repeatable approach for making data 
driven cyber risk decisions that businesses can operationalize 
across the enterprise with ease.  

X-Analytics Supply Chain delivers cyber risk financial insights 
across an organization’s vendor and supplier ecosystem.  
This cloud-delivered, annual subscription provides business 
insights for better supply chain and third-party cyber risk 
management decisions. X-Analytics Supply Chain is built on 
and includes all the components of the standard X-Analytics 
Enterprise subscription. 

X-Analytics Supply Chain is a cloud-delivered, self-service 
application enabling companies to:

• Optimize and streamline third-party cyber risk review that 
highlights cyber related financial and business exposures 
presented by suppliers and third-party vendors,

• Analyze each reviewed third party to aid in third-party 
relationship management, 

• Make informed decisions to de-risk key vendor-supplier 
relationships, and  

• Communicate appropriate guidance to suppliers and 
third parties.  

Built on the same data analytics as our flagship cyber risk 
decisioning application, X-Analytics Enterprise, Express 
synthesizes a myriad of sophisticated calculations into a 
simple, fast, and effective snapshot presenting a company’s 
economic exposure as a result of cyber risk.  Whether used as 
an addition to a traditional cyber assessment, part of a Board 
cyber briefing, or used to understand cyber exposure across 
a business unit portfolio, X-Analytics Express can be used 
to quickly and efficiently highlight organizational cyber risk 
hot spots.
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Economic View of Cyber Risk   

Interaction/Usage One-time report Ongoing Subscription Ongoing Subscription

Cyber Peril Loss/Impacts 
* Subset

 
* Subset

Remediation Guidance 
* Subset

 
* Subset

“What-if” Scenario Decisioning Support   * With Enterprise

Mitigation Scenario ROI Calculator   * With Enterprise

Insurance/Risk Transfer Insights   * With Enterprise

Multiple Business Unit Visualization   * With Enterprise

3rd Party Vendor and Supplier Analysis  * With Supply Chain 

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

X-ANALYTICS PRODUCT COMPARISON

X-Analytics is a patented and validated cyber risk decisioning 
platform developed by Secure Systems Innovation Corporation 
(SSIC). SSIC is a cyber risk analytics firm whose mission is to 
improve how businesses understand and manage cyber risk 
through the power of data analytics.

at www.x-analytics.com

REQUEST A DEMO

https://x-analytics.com/

